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This invention is concerned W'ithfa ipavement 
marker and vit is .a general object :of äthe iinven 
tion to .provide a simple, practical, accurate-and 
'eas'ilyioper'ated :device :that-lean fbe ïused to advan 
tage to establish marks or lines lon pavements, 
as where ditches .or `excavations >are *to 'be :ma-de. 
' In practically all communities .of appreciable 
size lthere 'are streets orrro'ads provided with pave 
ment and it vis common to provide curbs at the 
longitudinal edges of such pavements. when 
ditches v'or cuts are to be made in Isu'ch 'pavements 
for the purpose fof installing, replacing, repair 
ing, for 'otherwise handling 'equipment îs-uch as is 
required «for utilities, water supply., sewage, feto., 
it is generally practical ̀ïto locateth'em relative fto 
`a curbing, and when power equipment is 'to be 
utilized Yfor the digging 'of ditches ̀ or for 'the cut 
ting of kpavement it is 'highly desirable that clear 
and accurate lmarkings be established on the 
pavements before operations are undertaken. 

’It is a general object »of this invention 'to pro~ 
vide a pavement vrnarker ̀ adapted to be -f'operated 
relative to or in engagement with a curbing, lor 
the like, 'and having a marking device ¿serving to 
establish a satisfactory mark on a pavement as 
the structure is operated ̀ along the pavement lin 
engagement with the curb. 
A general object of this invention is to ~»provide 

fa device of the general character referred to 
‘wherein the essential or principal elements are 
‘adjustable relative to each other, to the ’end that 
"the structure can be easily, quickly, and accu 
rately set to accommodatel or meet various Work 
ing conditions. ' 
It is another object of the invention to provide ‘~ 

apparatus of the general vcharacter referred ‘to 
in which the structure is light, very simple "of 
construction and manufacture, and such ‘that it 
can be readily handled by a single person in ‘a 
manner to quickly and accurately 'establish marks 
on the pavements. 
The structure provided by the invention 'in' 

volves, generally, a frame, kpreferably’a rigid uni-t 
made up of an elongate body, preferably 'tubular 
in form, a base transverse .of the body 'at ‘the 
inner end of the body,I and braces, preferably 
tubular, that have their forward or 'outer ends 
joined to the body intermediate Vits Aends and 
joined to the ends of the base. The braces being 
thus joined to the body leave the body with a 
free or unobstructed forward end 'portion and 
they are preferably/'tubular and open at 'their 
inner ends@ A supporting means is provided and 
involves a plurality of supporting rollers, pref 
erably two, yat the inner _portion of the frame, 
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'and one atrthe-outerfportion thereof. IneJ pre 
lf'erred arrangement «there vris gan inner »roller "at 
yeach fend portion of the base or Aat each Ícorner 
where a brace joins the fbase. These rollers are 
on horizontally «disposed axes in ï«.plai-íes trans 
verse "of "the Alongitudinal ̀ axis of 1the base, 'The 
outer :supporting .roller »is »on »a horizontaliak'îs 
parallel ‘tnefbodybf theeframe, ¿prefer-‘rea 
mounting for the Aouter#supporting roller >involves 
a‘col'lar ïrotatab'le’on ‘the forwardçend portion 5f, 
the frame body, means -releasably seating the 
collar fon ïthe i'bc’dy, «and .an arm projecting "from 
‘the ëc'oll‘ar "and fc'arrying :the roller. "Ih-rough îthis 
con‘straction the :arm can vbe rotated or ¿swung 
to various rotative :positions about 'theM-longitu» 
dinal axis bf the iframe 'body Vto »locate tlfievonftjer 
supporting aol-1er at various elevations relative '5to 
‘tlfre 'forward Yend :portion of theifra'me. vA »hanäle 
is provided and >preferably involvesspaced lian-v 
dlebars Z'each with f'a shank ñxed «to the frame, las, 
for instance, to Äthe .fbody ̀ of the frame, and grips 
at the upper 'endfportions 'of theïshanks. A guide 

means is provided at the ‘base :portion lol’ frame and preferably involves -fcurb engaging 

rollers, one fat Eeach end of «the base of the frame 
or ’f‘a‘t ‘ea'ch ̀ corner îwhere ìa brace joins an »end «of 
the base. 'SDh‘e curb engaging rollers 'are on ver: 
'tical aires and are preferably Ycarried by »stems 
slielable 5in the braces and releasa-bly zset against 
movement 'therein as by lvset screws. »A marker 
is provided vand preferably involves, generally'fa 
marking :element ̀ and *a :holder ‘carrying 'the marb 
ing element. A means supports 'the marker from. 
'the fr‘aîzn'e, preferably for adjustment relative 

thereto. a ‘preferred case, the said means volves -a rod fsli'dably supported in the frame or 

entering the frame 'at »the forward 'end portion 
thereof so lit can beslid for shifted iongfìtudinaily 
oi the trame fand also rotated within the body of 
the iframe. v»A releasable means ’such as ia ’set 
screw is provided "to set the rrod in adjusted «lw'sià 
tion». In the preferred arrangement, a *collar is 
provided on theÑ holder of the marker ’and is 
rotatable and siid'able on the rod, thus providing 
for adjustment of the >rnarker along the rod as 
well as about ‘the asis thereof. »A releasable 
means ‘such as ’a :set screw is provided to eset 'the 
collar of the holder in the "desired position on the 
rod». >In a 'typical situation a single marker is'. 
employed, whereas lit is contemplated that more 
than one marker may be used, if desired. In one 
form of marker, the holder is a tubular cari-ier 
supporting an elongate body of chalk yìeldmsiy 
pressed by a spring. I_n another 'fermer marken. 
the marking element is a roller and the roller is 
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supplied with a marking material such as a ñuid 
by providing a container carrying a suppljT of 
fluid and an applicator that receives the material 
from the container and applies it to the roller. 
The various objects and features of my inven 

tion will be fully understood from the following 
detailed description of typical preferred forms 
and applications of the invention, throughout 
which description .. reference is made to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a typical form 
of the invention, showing it in operating posi 
tion on or over a pavement, and inengagement 
with the curb at an edge of the pavement. Fig. 
2 is an enlarged side elevation of the device. 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged detailed sectional view taken 
as indicated by line 3_3 on Fig. 2. Fig. 4 is a de 
tailed sectional view taken as indicated by line 
4_4 on Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is an enlarged detailed 
sectional view taken as indicated by line 5--5 on 
Fig. 1. Fig. 6 is an enlarged plan view of a por 
tion of the structure taken as indicated by line 
6-6 on Fig. 2, and Fig. '7 is a view illustrating a 
second or modified form of marker, portions 
thereof being shown in section. 
‘Referring first to the form of the invention` 

illustrated in Figs. 1 to 6 of the drawings, the 
device involves, generally, a frame A, supporting 
means B for the frame, a handle C, preferably on 
the frame, guide means D on the base portion of 
the frame, a marker E, and means F supporting 
the marker from the frame. 
The frame, in its preferred form, involves a 

body II), an elongate base I I, and elongate braces 
I2. The body I0 is preferably an elongate mem 
ber, tubular in form, and the base II may be an 
elongate member likewise tubular in form. The 
inner end of the body I0 is joined or ñxed to the 
base and may be midway between the ends of the 
basé. The braces I2 are preferably elongate 
tubular members and their outer or forward end 
portions are ñXed to the body III at I6, which 
point is intermediate the ends of the body I0 so 
that the body has a forwardly projecting portion 
I'I forward of the braces I2. 
The supporting means B preferably involves 

inner'and outer supporting rollers and in a pre 
ferred arrangement there are two inner support 
ing rollers and one outer supporting roller. _In 
the case illustrated there are two inner supporting 
rollers 2Q and they are located at the end portions 
of the base I I of the frame, or at the corners 
where the base connects to the braces I2. In ac 
cordance with the invention, the rollers 20 are 
located below the frame and on horizontal axes 
in vertical planes normal to the longitudinal axis 
of base II. In the case illustrated, each roller 2li 
is carried by a bracket mounted on or secured to 
the base II of the frame. The bracket shown is 
U-shaped to partially embrace the base I I where 
it is í'lXed or joined thereto, and it has spaced 
depending arms 22 between which the roller is 
located, the roller being carried by a pivot pin 23 
that extends between the arms. 
The single outer supporting wheel 3D is prefer 

ably supported on or from the forwardly project 
ing portion I'I of body I Il and a preferred form of 
mounting means involves a collar 3| carried on 
thev body portion I1, an arm 32 projecting from 
the collar and a pivot 33 carried by the arm and 
supporting the roller 3Q. 'I'he collar 3l is rotat 
able and may be shiftable longitudinally on body 
portion I 'I and a suitable means such as a set 
screw 35`is provided for releasably setting the 
collarin any suitable position on or around the 
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body portion I’I. Through the mounting means 
just described, the outer supporting roller 30 can 
'be adjusted to various positions vertically rela 
tive to the frame or to the outer end portion of 
the frame. 
The handle C may, in practice, vary widely in 

form and construction and is preferably a, struc 
ture carried by the frame A. In the case illus 
trated, the handle C involves two like elements 
each involving a shank 40 and a grip 4I. The 
shanks are shown fixed to the body III at points 
spaced apart longitudinally of the body, and they 
are shown as extending upwardly and somewhat 
toward the rear side of the structure, so that they 
carry the grips 4I so that they project toward 
the side of the device at which the operator is 
located when the device is being operated, as in 
the direction indicated by the arrow X in Fig. 1. 
The guide means D involves curb engaging 

rollers 50 and, in a preferred construction, there 
are two such rollers and these are located at the 
ends of base II of the frame or at the corner 
where the base I I joins the braces l2. In accord 
ance with the invention, the curb engaging roll 
ers 56 are on vertical axes and are arranged rela 
tive to the base I I of the frame so that the base 
is supported in a position spaced from e, curb 60 
or other like element. In a typical situation, the 
apparatus is to be operated over a pavement P 
at one edge of which there is a curb 6I), and in 
such case the supporting rollers hereinabove de 
scribed rest on the pavement while the curb roll 
ers 5I) engage the face 6I of the curb, 
In a preferred construction, the mounting for 

each curb roller 50 involves a connection be 
tween the roller and the frame which provides for 
adjustment of the roller relative to the frame. 
In the case illustrated, each roller 50 is support 
ed by a stem B5 slidably carried in a guide I2 of 
the frame and the stem carries a yoke 6B in which 

, the roller 5|] is located, the roller being supported 
on a pivot B'I which is carried. by the yoke. The 
stem 65 is preferably slidable and may be rotat 
able in its supporting brace and a suitable means 
such as a set screw 68 is provided for setting 
the stem in the desired position relative to the 
frame or supporting brace. Through the con 
struction just described, the curb engaging roll 
ers 50 can be adjusted to various positions rela 
tive to the frame to meet road or working condi 
tions, as circumstances require. In a typical 
case or situation, the curb engaging rollers 50 will 
be set so that the base I I of the frame is spaced 
but a short distance from the curb and is parallel 
therewith, in which case the body Ill of the frame 
is normal to the curb. If desired, however, the 
stems 65 of the mountings above described can be 
positioned so that the rollers 5I! support the base 
II at various angles relative to the curb, or at 
various distances from the curb. 
The marker E is shown as kinvolving a marking 

element 'III and a carrier ‘II supporting the ele-_ 
ment. -In the particular case under considera 
tion, the marking element 'I0 is an elongate body 
of chalk or »the like and the carrier 'II is a tubular 
element in which the stick of chalk is slidably 
mounted. A suitable means, such as a helical 
compression spring 12, may be provided in the 
carrier 'IIJ behind or at the inner end of the 
chalk so that the chalk is cushioned. This con 
struction allows for shifting or variation of the 
chalk in the holder as the apparatus operates 
so that the chalk is maintained in proper mark 
ing-engagement with the pavement P. « Y 

The means F supporting the marker from the 
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frame preferably provides for adjustment of the 
marker relative to the frame so that the angle' 
or position of the marker relative to the pave 
ment P can be adjusted and so that the spacing 
of the' marker from the frame can be adjusted. 
In` the form of the invention illustrated, the 
means F involves a rod @3' slidably carried by the 
frame and the rod carries the carrier ll. of the 
marker. In the case illustrated, the rod 8U is 
slidabl'y engaged in the frame body It» so that 
it can be shifted longitudinally therein or can 
be' rotated therein as circumstances require.l A> 
suitable means is provided for setting the rod. in 
suitable adjusted position. In the case illus 
trated, a releasable means in the form of a set» 
screw 8l is provided for this purpose. The marli 
er above described can be mounted on or secured 
to the rod 89 in any suitable manner.4 In the 
case illustrated, a collar 33v is provided ony the 
marker, that is, on the carrier of the marker, 
and the collar 83 is slidable and rotatable on' the 
rod 80. Through` this construction, the marker 
can be slid along the rod to any desired posi 
tion and can be rotated on the rod as desired. A 
suitable means such as a set screw Sé is provided 
for setting the collai` in the desired- position on 
the rod. 
In the form of marker illustrated in Fig. 7, the 

carrier 'Ila supports the collar 83 that receives 
the rod 80 and it has a lower arm 85 that carries 
the marking element 7&1a and it has an upper arm 
8'6 that carries a means for supplying material 
to the marking element. The marking element 
'lllai is in the form of a marking roller mounted 
on the arm 85 by a pivot pin 8l, The means car 
ried by arm 86 is adapted to supply marking ma- 
terial to the roller and is shown as including a. 
container 88 carrying a suitable supply of mark 
ing material M and an applicator1 39 that may 
be in the nature of a brush which receives ma 
terial from the container and. applies it to the 
roller, In the particular case illustrated the 
unit formed by the container 88 and the brush 
39 is mounted on the arm 8G through a means 
90 which provides for adjustment of this unit 
relative to the roller so that the desired contact 
or engagement may be maintained between the 
brush and the roller. 
From the foregoing description it will be ap 

parent that the invention provides a frame which 
is very simple in form and construction. The 
frame, together with the handle means C, may 
be a rigid or unitary structure formed entirely 
of tubing so that it is light and at the same time 
strong and durable. The supporting rollers of 
the means B are arranged or related to advan 
tageously support the frame from or above the 
pavement P and by adjustment of the outer roller 
30 the outer end portion of the frame can be 
adjusted relative to the pavement and thus vary 
the position of the marker-«carrying portion of 
rod 80 above the pavement P. The guide means 
D is very simple in form and is highly effective 
in action. The curb engaging rollers can be 
adjusted as circumstances require and they are 
located so that they are spaced a substantial dis 
tance apart longitudinally of the curb and thus 
provide an effective guiding engagement be 
tween the device and the curb. In practice, the 
marker or markers that may be carried by the 
rod 89 can be readily set or adjusted to meet 
working conditions, and in the case shown in 
Fig. l' the marker will provide an eiïective chalk 
mark 95 along the pavement P when the struc 
tiire is operated along the pavement and in en 
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gagemient” with" the curb in the direction indi 
catedby the arrow Xin Fit’.y l'. When the mark.’ 
ing. means shownin Eig.y '7. is. employedv the mark> 
applied to the pavement may be i'nlthenatureof 
a painted lineA or mark> which is more` permanentl 
than a chalk. mark. 
Having described typical preferred. forms and 

applications of. our invention, we do. not. wish 
to be limited or restricted to the specific de 
tails. herein setforth, but wish.. to reserve tov our 
selves- any variations or modiñcations that may 
appear to» those skilled inthe art and tall within 
the scope of the following claims. 
Having described our invention, we claim: 
1.V AA marking. device of the character described 

including,- a flat. horizontally disposedr frame hav-~ 
ing aV straight elongate tubular body and al 
straight base transverse of the body connected to 
the. inner end thereof, a handle on the frame> and’l 
projecting up therefrom, supporting wheels car 
ried by and located beneath the base andy spaced 
apart lengthwise of. thev base, a single supporting 
wheel carried by and> located beneath the outer 
end portion of the> frame, guide rollers in the 
plane of the frame at the ends of the base, an 
extensible rodV slidably engaged in the body from 
the outer end thereof and projecting outwardly 
therefrom, means releasably setting the rod in 
adjusted relationship with respect to the frame, 
and a marker holder on the rod at the outer ex. 
tremity thereof and adapted to carry a depend 
ing marking. element. 

2. A marking device of the character described 
including, a flat horizontally disposed frame hav 
ing a straight elongate body, a straight elongate 
base disposed transversely of the body at the in 
ner end thereof and projecting equally in oppo 
site directions therefrom, and tubular braces be 
tween the ends of the base and the body outward 
from the base, extensible stems slidably carried 
in the braces and projecting from the inner end 
of the frame, guide rollers on the stems, means 
releasably setting the stems in adj-usted relation~ 
ship with respect to the braces, supporting rollers 
'depending ,from the frame, an extensible rod pro 
jecting from the outer end of the frame, and a 
marker holder carried by the rod and adapted 
to carry a marker so it depends from the outer 
end thereof. 

3. A marking device of the character described 
including, a flat horizontally disposed frame hav 
ing a straight elongate tubular body, a straight 
base extending transversely of the body at the 
inner end thereof and projecting equally in op 
posite directions from the body, and tubular 
braces between the ends of the base and the body 
outward from the base, extensible stems slidably 
carried in the braces and projecting from the 
kinner end of the frame, guide rollers on the stems, 
means releasably setting the stems in adjusted 
relationship with respect to the braces, support 
ing rollers depending from the frame, an ex 
tensible rod slidably carried in the body and pro~ 
jccting from the outer end of the frame, means 

I releasably setting the rod in adjusted relationship 
with respect to the body, and a marker holder.` 
carried by the rod and adapted to carry a marker 
so it depends therefrom. . 

4. A marking device of the character described 
including, a flat horizontally disposed frame hav 
ing a straight elongate body, a straight elongate 
base disposed transversely-of the bodyv at .the 111-. 
ner end thereof and projecting equally in oppo 
site directions from the body, and tubular braces 
between the ends of the base and the body out 
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Ward from the base, extensible stems slidably car 
ried in the braces and projecting from the inner 
end of the frame, guide rollers on the stems, 
means releasably setting the stems in adjusted. 
relationship with respect to the braces, support 
ing rollers depending from the frame, an ex 
tensible rod slidably carried in the body and pro 
jecting from the frame, and a marker holder 
carried by the rod and adapted to carry a marker 
so it depends therefrom, there being a support 
ing roller at each end of the base and a support 
ing roller at the outer end portion of the body, 
the supporting roller at the outer end portion 
of the 'body being adjustable vertically of the 
frame. ` 

5. A marking device of the character described 
including, a flat horizontally disposed frame hav 
ing a straight elongate tubular body and a 
straight elongate base disposed transversely of 
the body at the inner end thereof and projecting 
equally in opposite directions from the body, a 
handle on the frame, projecting up therefrom, 
supporting wheels carried by and located beneath 
the base and spaced apart lengthwise thereof, a 
single supporting wheel beneath the outer end 
portion of the frame, guide rollers at the ends of 
the base, an extensible rod slidably engaged in 
the body from the outer end thereof and pro 
jecting outwardly therefrom, means releasably 
setting the rod in adjusted relationship with re 
spect to the frame, a marker holder, and means 
mounting the holder on the rod for adjustment 
around and along the rod, and a member releas 
ably setting the holder in adjusted relationship 
with respect to the rod. 

6. A marking device of the character described 
including, a flat horizontally disposed frame hav 
ing a straight elongate tubular body and a 
straight elongate base transverse of the body at 
the inner end thereof and projecting equal dis 
tances in opposite directions from the body, a. 
handle on the frame, supporting Wheels spaced 
apart beneath the base, a single supporting wheel 
beneath the outer end portion of the frame, guide 
rollers at the ends of the base, an extensible rod 
slidably engaged in the body from the outer end 
thereof and projecting outwardly therefrom, 
means releasably setting the rod in adjusted rela 
tionship with respect to the frame, and a marker 
holder adapted to carry a marking element and 
including a carrier supporting the element, a col 
lar on the carrier passing the rod, and means re 
leasably setting the collar in adjusted relation 
ship with respect to the rod. 

'7. A marking device of the character described 
including, a frame having an elongate tubular 
body and a base transverse of the body at the 
inner end thereof, a handle on the frame, sup 
porting wheels spaced apart beneath the base, a 
single supporting wheel beneath the outer end 
portion of the frame, guide rollers at the ends of 
the base, an extensible rod slidably engaged in 
the body from the outer end thereof and project 
ing outwardly therefrom, means releasably set 
ting the rod in adjusted relationship with respect 
to the frame, and a marker holder on the rod and 
adapted to carry a marking element, the single 
supporting roller including a mounting having a 
collar on the body, and a roller carrying arm pro 
jecting from the collar. 

8. A marking device of the character described 
including, a frame having an elongate tubular 
body and a base transverse of the body at the 
inner end thereof, a handle on the frame, sup 
porting wheels spaced apart beneath the base, a 
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8 
single supporting wheel beneath the outer end 
portion of the frame, guide rollers at the ends 
of the base, an extensible rod slidably engaged in 
the body from the outer end thereof and project 
ing outwardly therefrom, means releasably set 
ting the 'rod in adjusted relationship with re 
spect to the frame, and a marker holder on the 
rod and adapted to carry a marking element, the 
single supporting roller including a mounting 
having a collar on the body, means releasably 
setting the collar in adjusted rotative relation 
ship with respect to the body, and a roller carry 
ing arm projecting from the collar. 

9. A marking device of the character de 
"Y scribed including, a flat horizontally disposed 
frame having a straight elongate tubular body 
and a straight elongate base transverse of the 
body at the inner end thereof and projecting 
equally in opposite directions therefrom, a handle 
on the frame, supporting Wheels spaced apart 

` beneath the base, a single supporting Wheel be 
neath the outer end portion of the frame, guide 
rollers at the ends of the base, an extensible 
rod slidably engaged in the body from the outer' 
end thereof and projecting outwardly therefrom, 

' means releasably setting the rod in adjusted re 
lationship with respect to the frame, >and a 
marker including a marking element, a carrier 
supporting the element, a collar on the carrier 
passing the rod, and means releasably setting 
the collar in adjusted relationship with respect 
to the rod, the marking element including a 
roller, a container carrying a supply of marking 
material, and an applicator receiving material 
from the container and applying it to the roller. 

l0. A marking device of the character de 
scribed including, a frame having Van elongate 
tubular body, a base at the inner end of the body 
and transverse thereof, elongate tubular braces 
from the ends of the base to the body at a point 
spaced from the base, brackets depending from 
the end portions of the base, supporting rollers 
carried by the brackets, a collar rotatably car 
ried on the body outward of the braces, means 
releasably setting the collar in adjusted rotative 
relationship with respect to the frame, an arm 
projecting from the collar, a supporting roller 
carried by the arm, extensible stems slidably 
carried in the braces and projecting from the 
frame, means releasably setting the stems in ad 
justed relationship with respect to the frame, 
guide rollers carried by the stems, an extensible 
rod slidably carried in the body and projecting 
from the outer end thereof, means releasably 
setting the rod in adjusted relationship with re~ 
spect to the frame, a marker holder carried by 
the rod, and a handle projecting from the frame. 

ll. A marking device of the character de 
scribed including, a frame having an elongate 
tubular body, a base at the inner end of the body 
and transverse thereof, elongate tubular braces 
from the ends of the base to the body at a point 
spaced from the base, brackets depending from 
the end portions of the base, supporting rollers 
carried by the brackets, a collar rotatably car 
ried on the body outward of the braces, means 
releasably setting the collar in adjusted rotative 
relationship with respect to the frame, an .arm 
projecting from the collar, a supporting roller 
carried by the arm, extensible stems slidably car 
ried in the braces and projecting from the frame, 
means releasably setting the stems in adjusted 
relationship with respect to the frame, guide 
rollers carried by the stems, an extensible rod 
slidably carried in the body and projecting from 
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the outer end thereof, means releasably setting 
the rod in adjusted relationship with respect to 
the frame, a marker holder carried by the rod, 
the marker holder including a collar slidably 
carried on the rod, means releasably setting the 
last mentioned collar in adjusted relationship 
With respect to the rod, and a handle projecting 
from the frame. 

12. A marking device of the character de 
scribed including, a ñat horizontally disposed 
frame having a straight elongate tubular body, 
a straight elongate base at the inner end of the 
body and extending transversely thereof and 
projecting equally in opposite directions there 
from, elongate tubular braces from the ends of 
the base to the body at a point spaced from the 
base, brackets depending from the end portions 
of the base, supporting rollers carried by the 
brackets, a collar on the body outward of the 
braces, means releasably setting the collar against 
movement relative to the frame, an arm project 
ing from the collar, a supporting roller carried 
by the arm, stems carried in the braces and pro 
jecting from the frame, means releasably setting 
the stems against movement relative to the frame, 
guide rollers carried by the stems, a rod carried 
in the body and projecting from the outer end 
thereof, means releasably setting the rod against 
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movement relative to the frame, a marker carried 
by the rod, the marker including a collar on the 
rod, means releasably setting the last mentioned 
collar against movement relative to the rod, and 
a handle projecting from the frame, the marker 
including a marking roller, a container to carry 
marking material, and an applicator adapted to 
receive material from the container and apply 
it to the marking roller. 

ALBERT R. HOWELL. 
OSCAR W. TACKETT. 
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